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Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade Agreements and METI Priorities

 Based on information provided by industries, etc., METI has been strengthening measures by collecting information on measures
of foreign governments which are inconsistent with international rules and listing them in the Report on Compliance by Major 
Trading Partners with Trade Agreements and the METI Priorities.

Japanese industriesReport results

Foreign 
governm

ents

Point out inconsistencies with 
the international rules / 

Make requests to avoid 
unnecessary trade friction

Provide information / 
Request assistance

METI
○ Investigate consistency with international 

rules
○ Develop strategies
○ Request the abolishment of measures 

through bilateral consultations
○ Raise the issues in multilateral forums
○ Utilize dispute settlement mechanisms 

including WTO
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○ Experts ("Subcommittee on Unfair Trade Policies and Measures" under the Industrial Structure Council, chaired by Mr. Fukunari KIMURA, 
Professor, Keio University) analyzed problems with trade policies and measures of major trading partners based on international rules, including WTO 
agreements.

○ The report has been published every year since 1992 (the 2017 Report is the 26th edition). The report was published on May 23 this year.
○ The United States (National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers) and the EU (Trade and Investment Barriers Report) also publish the 

similar reports on a regular basis.

Foreign 
governm

ents

Collaborate with other 
countries sharing common 

awareness

Collaboration between 
govt. and private sector

“Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade Agreements” (Report of the Subcommittee on Unfair Trade Policies and Measures)

○ Select priority issues from among measures analyzed in the report and publish government actions taken for priority issues and their achievements.

○ Promote collaboration with Japanese industries and foreign governments sharing common interests.

“METI Priorities”
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Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade Agreements

 The number of WTO/DS cases in which Japan was a complainant was 3 (there is another case on fishery products from South 
Korea), all of which involve emerging countries.

 New problematic measures, mainly on AD measures, are taken by China, the United States, South Korea, and India, etc..

 Newly featured columns include the market economy status issue and the legal aspects of Brexit.

WTO/DS cases New problematic measures Newly featured columns
○ India: Safeguard (SG) measures on 
hot-rolled steel products

Requested consultations in December 
2016. The panel was established in April 
2017.

○ Korea: Anti-dumping (AD) duty 
measures on pneumatic valves

Requested consultations in March 2016.
The panel was established in July 2016.

○ Brazil: Discriminatory 
system/implementation of Industrial 
Product Tax

Requested consultations in July 2015. 
The panel was established in September 
2015. Panel meetings were closed.

• China: AD investigation on PVDC 
polymers

• U.S.: AD investigation on plates

• Korea: AD sunset review on stainless 
steel bars

• India: AD duties on cold-rolled steel 
sheets, hot-rolled coils, and hot-rolled 
plates

• India: AD investigation on resorcinol

• India: Tariff rate increase for IT products

• India: Minimum Import Price system

• Turkey: Customs valuation measures 
and additional import tariff measures 
against tires

○ Use of third-party country prices in 
AD duties against China (so-called 
market economy status issue)

○ UK exit from EU (Brexit) and trade 
rules

○ Observations on rules for imposing 
safeguard measures

○ Attempts to strengthen disciplines of 
state-owned enterprises

○ New current of rule-makings for e-
commerce

○ Roles of “public morals” and “public 
orders” as grounds for justification
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METI Priorities Based on the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade Agreements

 Indonesia’s export restriction measures and China's AD measures, both of which were listed in the 2016 Priorities, have been improved.

 South Korea’s AD measures and China’s Cybersecurity Law, in which industries are highly concerned, are listed in the 2017 Priorities.

2016 Priorities

etc.

(1) Issues to be resolved through bilateral/multilateral 
consultations with possible use of the WTO Dispute 
Settlement Mechanism

United States: Zeroing

Argentina: Import restrictions on a wide-range of items

China: Banking IT Equipment Security 
Regulation
Indonesia: Measures for export restrictions on 

mineral resources

India: SG measures on hot-rolled coils

Korea: AD duty measures on pneumatic valves

China: AD duty measures on high-performance 
stainless steel seamless tubes manufactured in Japan

Brazil: Discriminatory system/implementation of Industrial 
Product Tax

(2) Issues already referred to the WTO dispute settlement 
mechanism

(3) Issues on which Japan urges prompt implementation of 
the WTO recommendations

2017 Priorities

Korea: AD duty measures on pneumatic valves

Brazil: Discriminatory system/implementation of Industrial 
Product Tax

(2) Issues already referred to the WTO dispute settlement 
mechanism

India: SG measures on hot-rolled steel products

(1) Issues to be resolved through bilateral/multilateral 
consultations with possible use of the WTO Dispute 
Settlement Mechanism

(3) Issues on which Japan urges prompt implementation 
of the WTO recommendations

etc.United States: Zeroing

Argentina: Import restrictions on a wide-range of items

Korea: AD sunset review on stainless steel bars [new]

China: Banking IT Equipment Security Regulation

Measures have been terminated, reviewed, or improved.

China: Cybersecurity Law [new]



Japan-U.S. cooperation in the enforcement and establishment of the “General Counsel Office”

 The leaders of Japan and the United States agreed to strengthen economic relations between Japan and the United States and in
regions based on free and fair trade (joint statement by the leaders of Japan and the United States on February 10, 2017).

 At the Japan-US Economic Dialogue in April and at the conference between Hiroshige Seko, Minister of Economy, Trade and 
Industry of Japan, and Wilbur Ross, U.S. Secretary of Commerce, both side agreed to promote Japan-U.S. cooperation in the 
enforcement of trade rules toward correction of unfair trade practices by third-party countries, bearing in mind the utilization of 
WTO dispute settlement procedures, etc.

 METI established the “General Counsel Office” as of April 18 and organized a team of approximately 20 members, consisting of 
trade lawyers, etc., to strengthen the enforcement system.

Case Outline Status

Market economy status 
issue

[US respondent]

In the anti‐dumping investigation for China, the United States indicated its policy to continue using 
third‐party country prices even after partial termination of Chinaʼs WTO Accession Protocol last 
December. In response to this, China requested consultations with the United States. Japan 
participated the consultations as a third party, taking the position that third‐party country prices 
can continue to be used.

December 12, 2016: China 
requested consultations with 
the United States

(Reference) Case of WTO dispute settlement procedures in which Japan and the United States are currently cooperating (Example)
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○ Japan-US Economic Dialogue (First meeting) (Press release of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
“Deputy Prime Minister Taro Aso said that ... Japan wishes to make collaboration between the authorities of Japan and the United States 

more closely, including dispute settlement departments of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and a newly established team of the General 
Counsel Office within METI, toward correction of unfair trade practices by third-party countries, bearing in mind the utilization of WTO 
dispute settlement procedures, etc.”

○ Conference between Hiroshige Seko, Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan, and Wilbur Ross, U.S. Secretary of 
Commerce (METI press release)

“As of today, the “General Counsel Office” was established within METI and a team of approximately 20 members, consisting of trade 
lawyers, etc., was organized. It was confirmed to collaborate with the U.S. Department of Commerce and the USTR General Counsel 
Office to jointly promote cooperation in the enforcement.”
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(Reference) Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade 
Agreements [1] WTO/DS cases

 At present, METI is involved in three WTO/DS cases.

○ India: Safeguard (SG) measures on hot-rolled steel products

• The Indian government initiated the SG investigation on hot-rolled steel products for automobiles and construction 
materials in September 2015, and started to impose provisional SG duties in the same month and then definitive SG 
duties in March 2016.

• These measures do not meet the substantial and the procedural requirements for imposing SG measures, and are 
therefore likely to violate the WTO rules (SG Agreement, etc.).

○ South Korea: Anti-dumping (AD) duty measures on pneumatic valves

• The South Korean government initiated the AD investigation on pneumatic valves manufactured in Japan in February 
2014, made a final determination to impose AD duties in January 2015, and started to impose AD duties in August the 
same year.

• This measure does not meet the requirements for determining the existence of a concrete competitive relationship that 
affects the prices, and is therefore likely to violate WTO rules (AD Agreement).

○ Brazil: Discriminatory system/implementation of Tax on Industrialized Products

• The Brazilian government raised the Tax on Industrialized Products (IPI) on automobiles and introduced preferential 
taxation for automobiles, information technology goods, etc. associated with domestic production/investment and local 
content requirements.

• These measures are likely to violate WTO rules (GATT national treatment obligation and prohibition of export subsidies).
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(Reference) Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade 
Agreements [2]-1 New problematic measures

 The number of problematic AD measures is increasing.

○ China: AD investigation on PVDC polymers
The AD investigation on PVDC polymers manufactured in Japan initiated in April 2016 is likely to violate the AD Agreement because 

reasonable grounds have not been presented to indicate that the price depression of domestic products is due to imports of the 
investigated products and that injury to domestic industries is caused despite no significant increase in investigated products.

○ U.S.: AD investigation on cut-to-length plates
The AD investigation on plates manufactured in Japan, etc. initiated by the United States in April 2016 is likely to violate the AD 

Agreement because investigated products include so-called tool steel, but the composition, end use, and price range are different from 
that of other plates, and therefore competitive relationship of these products should be determined carefully.

○ India: AD duties on cold-rolled steel sheets, hot-rolled coils, and hot-rolled plates
In August 2016, the Indian government made a preliminary determination to impose provisional AD duties on cold-rolled steel sheets, 

hot-rolled coils, and hot-rolled plates manufactured in Japan, etc. This measure is likely to violate the AD Agreement because in the 
preliminary determination, wide range of products with different physical characteristics, end uses, and price ranges, etc. are subject to the 
investigation, and volume and price effects on domestic products are not adequately assessed, etc.

○ India: AD investigation on resorcinol
The AD investigation on resorcinol manufactured in Japan, etc. initiated by the Indian government in October 2016 is likely to violate the 

AD Agreement because the dumping margin is calculated by the applicants (Indian producers) using their manufacturing costs despite 
manufacturing processes and manufacturing costs of the applicants’ resorcinol being different from that of Japanese exporting companies.

○ Korea: AD sunset review on stainless steel bars
In June 2016, the government of Korea initiated a sunset review on stainless steel bars manufactured in Japan, etc. This measure is 

likely to violate the AD Agreement because cumulative assessment is expected to be conducted without justifiable reasons, and it deems 
unlikely that injury will continue to exist or recur unless AD measures on Japanese products are continued.
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(Reference) Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade 
Agreements [2]-2 New problematic measures

 Basic problems such as increasing tariffs to the level higher than the WTO bound rate are also 
occurring.

○ India: Customs Duties on IT products
Indian Government imposed the 10 % customs duties on ICT products subject to Customs Notification since March 

2016, which was not in conformity with India’s binding commitment of 0% under its GATT’s schedule based on the ITA-1 
agreement. The imposition of additional duties on these ICT products is not consistent with GATT Article II. 

○ India: MIP
In February 2016, the minimum import prices (MIP) were established for 173 items of steel products, and a system to 

prohibit/restrict imports with the prices less than the said MIP was introduced as a temporary measure for six months. 
The period was extended and the scope of application was limited to 66 in August 2016, and then the period was further 
extended for two additional months in October 2016. The measure is likely to violate Article XI of the GATT 1994, which 
stipulates general elimination of quantitative restrictions on imports. In February 2017, after Japan requested 
consultations under the WTO Agreement, this measure was expired and not extended, resulting in its abolition.

○ Turkey: Customs valuation Measures and Additional import Duty on Tires *
In May 2016, an import surveillance measure on tire products with the value not exceeding $5/kg was applied, and 

the measure was implemented in such way that the customs valuation price of tire products with less than $5/kg was 
adjusted to the customs valuation unit of $5/kg so as to impose the tariff. This measure should be considered as being 
inconsistent with GATT Article VII and the Customs Valuation Agreement. In addition, in conjunction with the 
introduction of an additional tariff measure in September 2016, the applied tariff rate for those products with less than 
$5/kg exceeds the bound tariff rate, which is not consistent with GATT Article II.

* Part of concerned issues was settled due to applying the improved measure with regard to the customs valuation measure in April 
2017.
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(Reference) Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade 
Agreements [3]-1 Newly featured columns

 Newly featured columns that address recent policy issues from the point of view of rules are 
listed.

○ Use of third-party country prices in anti-dumping duties against China (so-called market 
economy status issue)

Responses of the respective countries following partial termination of provisions of China’s WTO 
Accession Protocol regarding the use of third-party country prices in anti-dumping duties against 
China (so-called market economy status issue) in December 11 last year are listed.

○ UK’s exit from EU (“Brexit”) and trade rules
Legally analyzes UK’s position in WTO after UK’s exit from EU ("Brexit”), and procedures 

necessary for establishing tariff schedules, etc. in connection with Brexit.
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(Reference) Points of the 2017 Report on Compliance by Major Trading Partners with Trade 
Agreements [3]-2 Newly featured columns

 Formulation of rules through WTO/DS and Economic Partnership Agreements is described.

○ “Observations on rules for imposing safeguard measures - in the context of excessive production capacity 
issues, etc.”

Although the number of cases of invocation of safeguard (SG) measures is increasing in recent years in response to excessive 
production capacity issues in steel sector, etc., the causes of an increase in import that allow invocation of SG measures are limited to a 
certain extent. Observations are made on the significance of considering the causes of an increase in import as well as on the details of the 
causes of an increase in import that allow invocation.

○ “Attempts to strengthen disciplines of state-owned enterprises”
For state-owned enterprises, competition distortion effects (adverse effects) due to various preferential treatments and competitive 

advantages provided by the states have been issues, but the current trade rules are limited and thus attempts are made to strengthen their 
disciplines. Regarding disciplines on non-commercial assistance added in the recently concluded TPP, the relationship with the WTO 
Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures is described and their significance is clarified.

○ “New current of rule-makings for e-commerce”
Regarding the formulation of electronic commerce rules, the future current is examined based on the discussions taken place so far at 

international organizations such as WTO, etc. and economic partnership negotiations, etc. While referring to the introduction of the 
respective provisions concerning cross-border data flows, server localization requirements, and prohibition of source code disclosure 
requirements, which are the three pillars of the TPP, the trends leading to the formulation of rules after MC10 are described.

○ “Roles of ‘public morals’ and ‘public orders’ as grounds for justification”
The grounds for justification under the GATT and GATS are those of limitative listing, but of which, “protection of public morals” and 

“maintenance of public orders” are the concepts that can have broad coverage and may practically become catch-all provisions. Based on 
the recent jurisprudence, observations are made on the limits of the coverage of the said grounds and points for responding to abusive 
claims.
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(Reference) The Number of WTO/DS cases by Members

 Both as complainant and as respondent, the US has the largest number of cases, followed by EU and then Canada.

 Some developing countries, such as Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, India, actively utilize DS mechanism.

 In recent years, cases involving China as both complainant and respondent are increasing. Only after 15 years has passed since 
its accession to WTO in 2001, China already has the fourth largest number of cases.
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WTO Dispute Settlement Cases where Japan was a 
Complainant

Name of Case
Date of 

Consultatio
n

Establishm
ent of 
Panel

Adopt ion of 
Report Conclusion

1. US - Imposition of Import Duties on Automobiles from Japan under 
Sections 301 and 304 of the Trade act of 1974 (DS6) 1995.5 － － Terminated upon mutual agreement 

solution

2. Brazil - Certain Automotive Investment Measures (DS51) 1996.7 － － Consultation suspended (Brazil de facto 
abolished the measure)

3. Indonesia - Certain Measures Affecting the Automobile Industry
(DS55, 64) *Count as 1 case 1996.10 1997.6 1998.7（panel） Japanʼs claims were upheld

4. US - Measure Affecting Government Procurement (DS95) 1997.10 1998.10 －
Panel lapsed (February 2000) (The US 
domestic court determined its 
unconstitutionality)

5. Canada - Certain Measures Affecting the Automotive Industry (DS139) 1998.7 1999.2 2000.6（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

6. US - Anti-Dumping Act of 1916 (DS162) 1999.2 1999.7 2000.9（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

7. US - Anti-Dumping Measures on Certain Hot-Rolled Steel Products 
from Japan (DS184) 1999.11 2000.3 2001.8（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

8. US - Continued Dumping and Subsidy Offset Act of 2000 (DS217) 2000.12 2001.9 2003.1（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

9. US - Sunset Review of Anti-Dumping Duties on Corrosion-Resistant 
Carbon Steel Flat Products from Japan (DS244) 2002.1 2002.5 2004.1（A.B） Japanʼs claims were not upheld

10. US - Definitive Safeguard Measures on Imports of Certain Steel 
Products (DS249) 2002.3 2002.6 2003.12（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld
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 18 recommendations of the DSB out of 19, except 4 on-going cases, 
were adopted in line with Japanʼs claims.



Name of Case Date of 
Consultation

Establishment
of Panel

Adopt ion of 
Report Conclusion

11. US - Measures Relating to Zeroing and Sunset Reviews (DS322) 2004.11 2005.2 2007.1（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

12. 〃 (DS322) (Compliance Panel) 2008.4 2008.4 2009.8（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

13. EC and its Member States ̶ Tariff Treatment of Certain 
Information Technology Products (DS376) 2008.5 2008.9 2010.8

（panel） Japanʼs claims were upheld

14. Canada - Certain Measures Affecting the Renewable Energy 
Generation Sector (DS412) 2010.9 2011.7 2013.5（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

15. China - Measures Related to the Exportation of Rare Earths, 
Tungsten and Molybdenum (DS433) 2012.3 2012.9 2014.8（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

15. China - Measures Related to the Exportation of Rare Earths, 
Tungsten and Molybdenum (DS433) 2012.3 2012.9 2014.8（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

16. Argentina - Measures Affecting the Importation of Goods (DS445) 2012.8 2013.1 2014.1（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

17. China - Measures Imposing Anti-Dumping Duties on High-
Performance Stainless Steel Seamless Tubes (“HP-SSST”) from Japan 
(DS454)

2012.12 2013.5 2015.10
（A.B） Japanʼs claims were upheld

18. Russian Federation - Recycling Fee on Motor Vehicles (DS463) 2013.7 － －
Consultation suspended (Russia notified 
correction of the measure, January 
2014)

19. Ukraine - Definitive Safeguard Measures on Certain Passenger Cars 
(DS468) 2013.10 2014.3 2015.7

（panel） Japanʼs claims were upheld

20.Korea - Import Bans, and Testing and Certification Requirements for 
Radionuclides (DS495) 2015.5 2015.9 Panel established

21. Brazil - Certain Measures Concerning Taxation and Charges 
(DS497) 2015.7 2015.9 Panel established

22. Korea - Anti-Dumping Duties on Pneumatic Valves from Japan 
(DS504) 2016.3 2016.7 Panel established

23. India - Certain Measures on Imports of Iron and Steel Products 
(DS518) 2016.12 2017.4 Panel established
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(Cont.) WTO Dispute Settlement Cases where 
Japan was a Complainant


